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Getting the Point; Paul of Aegina on Arrow Wounds 

von Christine F. Salazar 

I. Introduction: 

Before embarking on the discussion of Paul9 s chapter on arrow wounds, which is the central 
concern of this paper, it would appear expedient to begin with a brief introduction about the 

author and his work, in order to give the chapter a contextual background. 
Our knowledge about the biographical details of Greek or Roman medical writers tends to 

be minimal, and Paul of Aegina is no exception. One can probably assume that AiyivfiTnq refers 
to the island of Aegina as his place of birth, but all other data appear to be open to conjecture.1 

Our main source for further biographical information is the Arab historian Abul Faradj, 
whose work2 mentions Paul as one of the famous doctors living in Alexandria at the time of 
the Muslim conquest, 642.3 

According to Abul Faradj, Paul's fame as a gynaecologist and obstetrician, as well as his 
readiness to give advice to the local midwives, earned him the epithet al-kawabeli, the 
Obstetrician. Apparently he also wrote a book entirely devoted to 'diseases of women', 
which, however, has not come down to us. 

What has survived is Paul's untitled work in seven books -Abul Faradj4 speaks of nine 

books, but as Diller5 suggests, the rather voluminous books VI and VII may have been 
subdivided at some point in textual transmission. Paul repeatedly refers to his work as his 

rcpcryumeia6 and also calls it7 a crovaYuyyTi, a collection, from the works of the 'Ancients', 
so he may have intended either of the two as the work's title. 

In the heading of two of the MSS [K and C in the CMG edition] Paul is qualified as 

TiepioSewTiQ, which appears to suggest extensive travels. Ernst Heinrich Friedrich Meyer* 
unconvincingly, argues for the meaning of 'practitioner', but the mention of travels in 
another MS [A] supports the first hypothesis. The contents of the seven books are as 
follows. Book I: hygiene and dietetics, book II: fevers, book III: localised diseases, starting 
from the head, down to the toes, book IV: afflictions visible on the outside of the body, 
Book V: bites by poisonous animals (including bites by rabid dogs and, disconcertingly, 
humans) as well as antidotes, book VI: surgery, and book VII: pharmacology. (Book VI 
could have been subdivided, as mentioned above, into general and 'bone' surgery, and Book 
VII into simple and composite remedies.) 

Unlike most Greek or Roman medical authors, Paul has not left us to speculate on the 

purpose and intended audience of his work, stating both clearly in his introduction. Some 

1 However, by knowing Paul's name and place of origin, we already have far more information about him 

than we do about any of the authors in the Hippocratic Corpus. 
2 Edited and translated by Edward Pocock as Historia Dynastiarum. Oxford 1663. 

3 Op.cit., pp. 114f. 

4 Loc.cit. 

5 RE XVIII.2.II. (1949), cols. 2386-97 [2388f.]. 
6 E.g., in the prooemium, CMG IX. 1, p. 3. 

7 Ibid. 
8 Geschichte der Botanik. Konigsberg 1855, vol. 2, pp. 412ff. 
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Getting the Point; Paul of Aegina on Arrow Wounds 171 

doctors, he says,9 can find themselves facing sudden emergencies in rural, or even deserted, 
areas, or at sea, and it is for their benefit that he has compiled a work of reference, since 'it 
is among the most difficult things, or altogether impossible, to keep all the medical 

techniques and the entire materia medica in all its particulars in one's memory'.10 
It is also beyond doubt that Paul was himself a practising physician, rather than merely a 

compiler, from his remark11 that he will quote only a few of the events he has 'seen and 

experienced in the practice of the art'. (The greater immediacy and liveliness of style in the 

passages on surgical and gynaecological treatment appear to suggest that those were Paul's 

particular fields of interest, and perhaps those in which he had the greatest personal 
expertise.) One has to be careful, however, in attributing first-person statements to personal 
experience, as some of them may well be lifted verbatim from Paul's sources. 

As for the latter, Paul names Oribasius as his main source, especially for Book I, steering 
- as he claims - a middle course between the full version of Oribasius' works in seventy 
books (which, he says, is too long) and the Epitome for Eustathius (which does not contain 

enough detail). One has to keep in mind, of course, that Oribasius' writings are already a 

compilation of earlier texts, but Paul also appears to be quoting Galen and the Hippocrat 
ics12 directly, without relying on Oribasius. Other sources that can be traced include Aetius, 
Soranus and Dioscorides. 

Paul's writings have fared well in textual transmission. According to the editor of the 
CMG edition, Johan Ludvig Heiberg,13 Paul's work has come down to us in the greatest 
number of extant codices for any one Greek author (excluding the Bible and patristic 
writings), thus for his edition Heiberg uses twenty-one out of the fifty-nine Greek MSS 
listed by Hermann Diels14 and an eighth-century copy 

- the oldest known - has been found 
since.15 

The collection was translated into Arabic by Hunain Ibn Ishak in the ninth century and 
was widely used by the Arabs, but it appears that it was also in continuous use in medieval 

Europe, both in the original and in Latin translations. The first printed edition in Greek was 
the 1528 Aldine edition in Venice, followed, in 1532, by two Latin editions, in Basle and 
Paris respectively. 

There are three translations into modern languages, the only English translation being the 
one by Francis Adams [London, 1844-47]. Only Book VI has been translated into French 

[Rene Briau; Paris, 1855], and there is a complete German translation by Julius Berendes 

[Leyden, 1914]. The text which I am using is the edition by Heiberg [CMG IX. 1/2; Leipzig/ 
Berlin, 1924]. 

9 CMGIX.l,p. 3. 

10 Ibid. 
11 Op.cit., pp. 3f. 

12 Although not all the references to the Hippocratic Corpus given in the CMG edition can be trusted, it 

would appear that by far the largest number of quotes comes from De artic, followed by Aph. and De 

fract. 

13 De codicibus Pauli Aeginetae observationes. K6\. 6t. gr. 32 (1919), p. 268. 

14 Die Handschriften der antiken Arzte. Griechische Abteilung. Berlin 1906, pp. 77f. 

15 Jacques Noret: Trente-six grands folios onciaux palimpsestes (avec un fragment inSdit de Paul d'?gine). 
Byzantion 49 (1979), pp. 307-13. 
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172 Christine F. Salazar 

To my knowledge, Hermann Schdne's review of Heiberg's edition16 and an article by 
Ernst Melchior11 have been the last flickers of interest in Paul's work, which has now been 

neglected for more than sixty years, undeservedly so, as I believe and hope to demonstrate. 

2. Chapter VI.88: 

It is particularly astonishing that PauVs chapter on the treatment of arrow wounds, VI.88 / 

CMGIX. 2, p. 129-35, has somehow failed to attract the attention of classicists or medical 

historians. It is, in fact, the only surviving Greek text dealing exclusively with the extraction 

of arrows and other types of missiles. The only other piece of writing on this topic to have 
come down to us from antiquity is in Latin, namely Celsus VII.5. 

Given the frequency of armed conflict in antiquity, most men were likely to experience 

fighting at some point in their lives. Thus one would assume that arrow wounds were a fairly 
common occurrence and that most doctors could expect to encounter such wounds occa 

sionally 
- and would therefore need some knowledge of their treatment. (Cf. Galen 

emphasising18 the importance of anatomical knowledge specifically for the treatment of war 

wounds, in particular for peXfiv e^aipeaeiq 
- 

apparently not so infrequent.) 
It was precisely those doctors who were the intended recipients of PauVs instructions - 

men who had medical training and experience, but had never treated arrow wounds before, or 

had not done so often enough to keep the correct treatment fresh in their memories. The chapter 
in question was certainly not intended for those who were habitually dealing with battle wounds, 
i.e. doctors who - as the author of Med.19 suggests 

- had attached themselves to military units, 
such as troops of mercenaries, and would therefore not need written instructions. 

It is also obvious - not only from the introduction20 - that Paul was not writing for the 
benefit of laymen with an amateur interest in medicine.21 He repeatedly makes it clear that 
he expects medical knowledge and a certain level of expertise in his readers. Thus, 
comments such as '... emmollient remedies, the materia medica of which no one ignores, 
who pursues the practice of the art',22 or 'the rest of the procedure [literally: preparation] of 

phlebotomy is known to all'23 distinctly narrow down the target group. 
Along with medical knowledge and skills, a basic stock of equipment 

- materia medica 
as well as surgical instruments - is also taken for granted. Furthermore, instruments are not 
described or explained, thus familiarity with them is presupposed. All this adds up to a quite 
definite picture of the audience for whom Paul was writing. 

It is unlikely that Paul expected any one person to need all the information contained in 
the seven books, but it was intended rather as a vademecum, in which every practitioner 

16 Gnomon 3 (1927), pp. 129-38. See also id.: Aus der antiken Kriegschirurgie. BJbb 118 (1909), pp. 1-11. 

17 Studien zur antiken Chirurgie III: Paulus von Aegina. Bruns Beitr. z. klin. Chir. 153 (1931), pp. 335-50. 
18 Anat. Admin. II and III/ II.283f. and 394f.K respectively. 
19 14/IX.220.L. 

20 Loc.cit. 

21 Not an unusual endeavour for medical authors, as we can see in, e.g., Aff., Galen's Ad Glauconem de 

Medendi Methodo or De Pulsibus ad Antoninum, and Celsus1 De medicina. 
22 VI.120.2/CMG IX.2, p. 182. 
23 VI.40.6/CMG IX.2, p. 81. 
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Getting the Point; Paul of Aegina on Arrow Wounds 173 

could find advice on that field of medicine in which he was less experienced, such as - in the 
case of VI.88. - 

army surgery. 

These considerations raise other questions: If there was a market for written instructions, 

why is Paul's chapter the only piece of Greek writing dealing exclusively with the treatment 
of arrow wounds that has survived? Were there any others available in antiquity? Could 
Celsus VII.5. - similar in content, but different in structure - be preserving another such 
text? And, incidentally, is it more likely that Paul and Celsus are taking over the structure of 

their respective sources, or that they are giving the material a form to their own liking? 
As for the reasons for survival, one may conjecture that both Paul's and Celsus' 

instructions survived, because they were incorporated into a larger body of medical writing 
and were therefore preserved not out of any interest in them in particular, but rather out of 

interest in the entire work. Shorter treatises, dealing entirely with the treatment of battle 

wounds, may well have fallen by the wayside. 
Regarding the availability of other texts of similar content, we know for certain that at 

least one such text existed. The first-century (A.D.) Hippocratic glossary by Erotian 
contains references to a treatise entitled rcepi xpa\)|LidTCOV Kai peAxov,24 and a twelfth 

century index of Hippocratic works, contained in the MS Vat.graec.276,25 lists rcepi 
Tpco^dxcov dtetfpicDv and Kepi PeXecov e?aipr)ariO? [sic] 

- 
presumably the same work as 

that mentioned by Erotian, divided into two. 
In his commentaries on the Aphorisms Galen refers twice26 to a book rcepi x<Sv oXedpicov 

TpavutfTCOv, contained in the Hippocratic Corpus, but - according to Galen - of uncertain 

authorship. Judging from the titles appearing in our three sources, there can be no doubt as 
to the subject matter of the treatise - it was obviously concerned with the treatment of wounds 

and, more specifically, (at least part of it) with arrow wounds and the removal of arrows.27 
It would appear that this is the Hippocratic work which Paul has in mind when he quotes 

'Hippocrates' as suggesting that, if possible, one put the casualty into the same position in 
which he happened to be when he was wounded, in order to facilitate the extraction of the 
arrow.28 Heiberg 

29 
incorrectly refers to Cap.Vuln. 10, but in reality the quote bears no 

resemblance to any passage in any of the works in the Hippocratic Corpus as we know it. 
Another phrase reminiscent of the Hippocratic Corpus is the warning that it would be 

'shameful, if in extracting the arrow we do worse damage than the arrow itself.30 Similar 
admonitions occur in several passages of the Hippocratic Corpus, for example in Med. 6: 
'For it is altogether shameful, if the result of the operation is not as one intends' [n&vv 5' 
eotiv aiaxpdv uri ?\)|aPaiveiv and tt]<; %eipo\)pYtr|<; 6 xv fletei.].31 

It seems unlikely that Paul invented a Hippocratic connection (in an age when, presum 
ably, the entire Corpus was still available and Paul's claims could be verified) for the sake 

24 Ernst Nachmanson: Erotianstudien. Uppsala/Leipzig 1917, pp. 263, 363-67. 

25 Hugo Kuehlewein: Hippocratis Opera. Leipzig 1894, vol. 1, p. XVI. 

26 XVIII.A.28. K.; ibid. 30. 

27 For a more detailed discussion of the lost work(s), see Christine Franziska Salazar: Fragments of lost 

Hippocratic writings in Galen's Glossary. Classical Quarterly 47/2 (1997), pp. 543-7. 

28 VI.88.4/CMGIX.2,131. 
29 (1919), p. 268, n. 7 [seen. 13]. 
30 VI.88.4/CMGIX.2,131. 
31 IX.212.L. 
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174 Christine F. Salazar 

of added authority, and most of his 'Hippocrates says quotes can be traced to specific 
passages in the Hippocratic Corpus. It would therefore appear legitimate to suggest that in 

VI.88. Paul is referring to the lost Hippocratic work on the treatment of arrow wounds - one 

of the very few unequivocal references to have survived, a tantalizing glimpse of a treatise 
which could shed more light on the treatment of arrow wounds almost a millennium before 
Paul. (This also raises a further question: If rcepi peAxov was still available in Paul's times, 
when was it finally lost?) 

It is practically impossible to determine to what extent Paul is making use of the 

Hippocratic work,32 but he is obviously not quoting it verbatim. If we compare VI.88 to 
other chapters in Paul's work, it becomes clear that the diction and the structure of the 
material are very much his own. 

Throughout his work Paul shows himself to be highly methodical33 in organising his 
material. The structure is laid out in the prooemium34 and followed up with cross-references 

throughout, such as VI. 121:35 coc, ev xoic, cruv eAxei KaxdYUXiaiv eiprrrca, or VI. 106.1:36 

e%ei<; 8e xomcov ek(xotod xf|v deparceiav ev xco S pipUcp. 
In the case of the reference to laryngotomia for those suffering from synanche31', 

however, the quoted passage does not correspond, as 
- on the contrary 

- Paul quotes38 
Antyllus as saying that in the case of synanche the division of the windpipe is pointless. 
Although this could be seen as an indication that in VI.88.5 it is not Paul speaking but the 
author of his source material, it appears more likely that Schdne39 is correct in amending the 
sentence in VI.88.5 to %copic, u,6vov eni cnwcryxiKcov 

- or one could suggest, more simply, 
tcX,t|v em cn)vay%iK?v 

- which would make good sense, as Paul only wants to point out that 
the operation is possible. 

A comparison between VI.88. and other sections in Book VI highlights the homogeneity 
in structure, the latter being obviously influenced by the type of knowledge to be imparted 
to the reader. One is therefore more likely to discern a stylistic pattern by juxtaposing 
various passages all concerning surgery than by looking for parallels to them in, e.g., the 
books on pharmacology or dietetics. 

Paul's chapters on surgery are characterised by succinct step-by-step guidelines, by a 
knack for getting the point across in a few sentences,40 as well as by a checklist of possible 
complications and their remedies - 'if x happens, do y'. The instructions have a remarkable 

immediacy (often reinforced by direct addresses in the second person singular), which 
leaves the reader with the impression of Paul speaking to a student - perhaps conserving 
echoes of oral teaching. In particular, the breezily confident way in which Paul deals with 

potential problems (while it may partly be a case of whistling in the dark) evokes the image 

32 The description of arterial ligature [VI.88.8/IX.2,134] would have to be based either on post-Alexandrian 
sources or on Paul's own training and experience. 

33 Perhaps influenced by the writings of grammarians? 
34 CMGIX.1,4. 
35 IX.2,183. 
36 IX.2,160. 
37 VI.88.5. 

38 VI.33/IX.2,70. 
39 (1927), p. 138 [seen. 16]. 
40 In the absence of diagrams, as it appears unlikely that the text was ever accompanied by illustrations. 
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Getting the Point; Paul of Aegina on Arrow Wounds 175 

of a master reassuring an inexperienced disciple 
- much like the 5ieyepTiKoi A,6yoi, which 

he advocates for dispelling the patient's fear, in the chapter on phlebotomy.41 
This latter chapter constitutes a typical example of the style used in Book VI, as does the 

passage on the treatment for open fractures.42 In the first passage Paul lists the possible 
causes for a sudden arrest of bleeding during phlebotomy, followed by concise instructions 
on how to counteract those factors (e.g. 'fainting 

- revive with smells'). In the second, very 
much as he does in VI,88., Paul directs his reader in handling an increasingly life 

threatening scenario (haemorrhage, inflammation and finally gangrene). 
Given the personal mould which Paul imparts on his material, we cannot expect to find 

much of his source's structure or style preserved in the text, and it is therefore basically 
impossible to come to a verdict whether Celsus VII.5. was based on the same source, a 
similar one, or several sources. (Wellmann43 argues that the entire De medicina is merely 
the translation of a Greek work, but he fails to provide convincing evidence for this theory.) 
There is obviously much overlap in content between Paul VI.88. and Celsus VII.5., but this 
seems inevitable, considering the limited range of possible ways to extract an arrow. 

Chapter VI.88. has a distinguishing feature, not encountered in any other section, in the 
introduction with its Homeric reference.44 It may well be that Paul wanted to point out the 

peculiar antiquarian and ideological interest of this branch of surgery, in which the surgeon 
could feel part of a heroic tradition; but the existence of an introduction may also suggest 
that the chapter was originally written for a different purpose, such as a lecture. 

Paul is unique in his discussion of different types 
- materials, shapes, etc. 

- of arrows,45 
a detail which is entirely original within surviving evidence. Unlike the reference to arrow 

poison in VI.88.4,46 or to recovery from supposedly fatal injuries,47 the varieties in arrows 
are reported without a cautious $aai or iaxopr|Tai, thus it would appear probable that in this 
section Paul is speaking from his own experience 

- the reference to Egypt,48 where Paul 

appears to have spent part of his life, supporting this hypothesis. 
Paul not only lists arrows made of materials not mentioned elsewhere for such purposes 

- such as glass or horn - but also some types of arrowheads which cannot be matched with 

any archaeological finds.49 Under the heading of difference in shape Paul discusses arrows 
which have their barbs turned towards the front - to impede the removal through a counter 

opening, by pushing the arrow forward - as well as those with barbs pointing in both 

directions, in a shape which he compares to a thunderbolt. 

41 VI.40.5/IX.2,80. 
42 VI.106.1/ib.l60. 

43 Max Wellmann: Aulus Cornelius Celsus. Eine Quellenuntersuchung. Philologische Untersuchungen 23 

(1913), pp. 1-136. 

44 Iliad XI.514f. 
45 VI.88.2/IX.2,129f. 
46 IX.2,132. 
47 Ib.5/133. 

48 lb. 1/129. 
49 For reference, cf., for example, Edmund Bulanda's monograph Bogen und Pfeil bei den Volkern des 

Attertums. Abh. arch *epigr. Sem. Wien (1913), or, for some examples of arrowheads, Paul FrijtUtic 
tmile Petdrizet: Fouilles de Delphes. Monuments figures, petits bronzes, terres-cuites, antiquitds divers 
es. Paris 1908, p. 97, figs. 336a-339. 
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176 Christine F. Salazar 

No arrowheads of this kind have been found to date, nor are there any known examples of 
an even more elaborate type described in the same section. According to Paul's words, it 
has a hinge, by which its barbs only unfold when one attempts to withdraw the arrow. 

Another sinister arrowhead model - 
again not documented by finds - appears in the 

section on difference in number, i.e. arrowheads made of one or several pieces. The 

composite type has pieces of metal attached to it, which will become detached once the 
arrow has struck; once again this is done with the purpose of complicating the extraction. As 
far as this type is concerned, Paul is not our only source; according to Dio Cassius,50 these 
arrowheads (apparently poisoned as well) were used by the Parthians in their skirmishes 

against Lucullus' men. This dual textual reference, in the absence of archaeological finds, 
could be seen as a warning against the assumption that our archaeological evidence is a 

representative reflection of past reality. It also makes one reconsider the role of textual 
evidence for our knowledge of Realienkunde. 

Paul sees a further attempt to foil the removal of the arrow in the fact that some 
arrowheads are only loosely attached to the shaft - 'so that they separate at extraction and 
remain inside [the wound]'.51 This may be a case of professional prejudice, as Ammianus 

Marcellinus51 speaks of loose attachment of arrowheads intended to make it impossible for 
the enemy's archers to re-use the arrows. 

As we can see from this subtle difference in interpretation depending on whether an 
author sees the arrow as a weapon or as a medical problem, Paul's profession may make 
him inclined to find more purpose and malevolent intention in the use of different types of 
arrows than there actually was. (It also proves the point that one cannot accept an author's 

interpretation at face value.) Nevertheless, one has to keep in mind that the arrow was 

antiquity's anti-personnel device par excellence, with its capacity of engendering 
- at low 

risk for the archer - large numbers of casualties needing expert medical attendance. 
Paul's work also sheds some light on another group of artefacts, namely surgical 

instruments.53 Although archaeological evidence for Greek instruments is extremely scarce, 
we can safely assume that they were very much like their Roman counterparts (those being 
presumably modelled after Greek examples). While for most of them there is no, or little, 
doubt as to how they were used, it is only by making use of the textual evidence that we can 

put Greek (or Latin) names to them. 

Regarding the names of instruments, VI.88. is a mine of information, with nine instru 
ments54 mentioned by name, as well as two others by implication (scalpels in the mention of 

incisions, needles in the reference to sutures). We can identify most of them - roughly 
- 

50 XXXVI.5.2. 
51 VI.88.2/IX.2,130. 
52 XXXI. 15.11. 

53 The standard reference work is still John Stewart Milne's Surgical Instruments in Greek and Roman 

Times, Oxford 1907 (repr. New York 1970), on the strength of being the only comprehensive monograph. 
It is superseded, however, in various aspects by Ernst KiinzVs work. Thus Imperial Roman burial finds 
are covered in his excellent Medizinische Instrumente aus Sepulkralfunden der romischen Kaiserzeit, 
Bonn 1983. Later examples of instruments are treated in Spatantike und byzantinische medizinische In 

strumente, in: From Epidaurus to Salerno: symposium held at the European University Centre for cultural 

heritage, Ravello, April 1990. Ed. Antje Krug. PACT No 34, Rixensart (B) 1992, pp. 201-44. 
54 OSovcaypa, pi^aypa, peXovAxoc,, 8icooxf|p, ekkokexx;, tpwtavov, iL^wyyo^vXa^ dvaPoXeuc,, xpauuxx 

xikt| untaoiic;. 
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Getting the Point; Paul of Aegina on Arrow Wounds 177 

with surviving instruments, or at least imagine what they must have looked like, but it 
would be difficult to determine what was the difference between an 656vxaypa and a 

pi^orypa, both obviously some kind of forceps. The term peA-ovAxo*; gives us no clues as to 
the shape of the instrument - was it a specialist type of forceps, or was it something 
resembling the 'spoon of Diodes' described by Celsusl551 would suggest that the former is 
the more likely answer, given that the instrument is listed with the other two types of forceps 
and that Paul does not explain its use - as he does when it is less obvious. Lawrence J. 

Bliquez56 advocates the meaning 'hook', by analogy with A,ido\)A,KO<; and KipaovXKoq, but 
the meaning is not implied in the word and, furthermore, from a practical point of view, a 

forceps would appear to be more appropriate for the removal of an arrowhead than a hook. 

Drills, levers and probes have been found (the latter in great numbers) and some of the 
flat instruments classified as spatulas57 may well be examples of a meningophylax.5* As for 
the ekkopeus, it is also mentioned by Oribasius several times59 and by Galen, who recom 

mends it for cutting through the sternum in dissections.60 He refers to it as an instrument 
which is 'both strong and sharp', a description which would fit the larger knives in some 

archaeological finds or perhaps a sharp-edged chisel. 
Paul is, furthermore, the only author to mention the 8icooTT|p, a device for propelling the 

arrowhead towards a counter-opening (when the shaft has dropped out) in the operation 
called diosmos. Reconstructing it from Paul's instructions, it appears to have been a 

(metal?) rod, roughly the diameter of an arrow shaft, with a hollow ('female') and a 

protruding ('male') end - to be used depending on whether the arrowhead ended in a tang or 
a socket respectively. No such instrument is known to have been found, but then broken 

pieces of a dioster would presumably not be recognised as such. 
Paul adds some instructions for its use, which suggests that it was not a very common 

instrument, presumably both because it was a rather specialised one, and because - unlike 
the majority of instruments, which could be used for a variety of purposes 

- it had only one 
use. 

The discussion of instruments is interesting from the following point of view as well: we 
know that the nine books were intented for rural practitioners and - 

mainly, it seems - 

itinerant physicians, thus the instruments mentioned by Paul must constitute what he 
considers the minimum requirements for a doctor's set of surgical instruments. Paul's own 

pronounced interest in surgery may be influencing his expectations, but they have to be 

fairly close to what would normally be considered basic equipment, as otherwise his 
instructions could not have been followed and would therefore have been of no practical 
use. 

It was certainly inevitable for itinerant doctors to carry some kind of basic kit, which 
would equip them for most emergencies 

- and a desire to keep this to a transportable 

55 VII.5.3. 

56 AI0OYAKO2, KIPIOYAKOI. AJPh 106 (1985), pp. 119-21. 
57 E.g. Milne (1907), Pl.XII.l [see n. 53]. 
58 Literally ?dura-mater protector", presumably a thin metal plate, inserted between the bone and the dura 

mater - to protect the latter - in cranial operations. At 11.686.K., where Galen mentions the meningophy 
lax for use in the excision of ribs in vivisection, he suggests that a flat spatula can be used instead. 

59 E.g. Coll.med.44.20.12/CMG VI.2.1, or Eclogae 100.6.6/CMG VI.2.2. 

60 II.592.K. 
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nunirrium may have been one of the factors influencing the creation of double-ended, multi 

purpose, instruments (e.g scalpel/blunt lancet, probe/hook). According to Philo of 
Byzantium,61 physicians hired by a town in preparation for withstanding a siege should not 

only have expert knowledge of and experience in the treatment of arrow wounds, but are 

also expected to bring their own instruments, the town providing them with basic materials 
such as cerate, honey and bandages. Paul's work gives us an idea of what instruments a 
doctor would have needed in order to be prepared for performing a variety of operations. 

The main argument in this chapter is 
- needless to say 

- the surgical treatment of arrow 
wounds. It is worth emphasising again that it is the only systematic discussion of this topic 
in Greek to have come down to us, with only brief references in the Hippocratic Corpus62 or 

Galen63 and one short paragraph in Rufus' Quaestiones Medicinales64 - 
concerning the 

importance of having arrows removed by expert practitioners, so as to avoid leaving the 

point behind, as well as the problem of arrow poisons. 
Beside those few passages, descriptions of the treatment of arrow wounds - 

including 
varying amounts of medical detail - are scattered throughout non-medical literature, in 

particular the writings of historians, especially Plutarch65 Arrian66 Q. Curtius61 as well as 
the Iliad,68 but also in the scholia to the Iliad69 and other authors, such as Nonnos10 or 

Procopius.11 
As far as the lay authors provide any information on the way a wound is treated (although 

this is not usually their main focus of interest), there is a basic core which is common to all 
of them and which also corresponds to Paul's instructions, albeit in a simplified way. Thus 
arrows are either pulled out or - if barbed - cut out, or, more rarely removed through a 

counter-opening,72 medical and non-medical texts showing themselves to be mutually 
supportive. 

However, while descriptions of wounds made by long-range weapons in non-medical 
literature are limited to spear, arrow and catapult bolt wounds (with the occasional stone 
thrown by hand), Paul also discusses a type of weapon which would not otherwise spring to 

mind: Without his account we would probably have no knowledge of the variety of missiles 
used by slingers, namely not only stones, but lead bullets and shells as well, and it is also 

surprising to read that they would have sufficient impact to penetrate skin and connective 
tissue, with effects similar to long-range gunshot wounds. 

In his discussion of arrow wounds Paul also includes a topos which is already familiar 
from other medical sources, i.e. a list of fatal and life-threatening wounds and their 

61 Mechanical Syntax V.III.96.15f. 

62 E.g., Ep.V.95/V.254f.L. 
63 Anat.Admin.II and III/II.283f.,ib.394f.K. 
64 50-54. 

65 E.g., Alex.XLV.5, ib.LXIII.llf., Fort.A1.344F - 345A. 
66 E.g., II.XXVII.2f. 
67 E.g., IV.VI. 17-20, IX.V.25-29. 

68 E g.,IV.213-19,XI.842-48. 
69 With the only passage in non-medical literature to mention the term diosmos, Nic. ad. V.l 12 [b]. 
70 E.g., XVII.367ff. 

71 GothicWarsVI.il. 16-30. 

72 Apart from the controversial passages in II. V.694 and V.l 12, this is described only in Procopius, G.W. 

VI.II. 16-30. 
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diagnosis.73 Such lists can be found in Prorrh.II.12,74 Aph.VI.18,75 Coac.IV.XXIX.499,76 
Morb.1.3,77 Galen's Comm.Aph.78 and Celsus V.26.2-3. Not surprisingly, since the lists 
were based on accumulated experience, there is not much divergence between the various 
authors. 

The practical use of this information for the doctor was not only to save time by not 

performing useless operations, but also - and more importantly 
- to avoid being blamed for 

a patient's death, or, in Paul's words,79 'so that we may not, in addition to being of no use, 
offer laymen an excuse for reproach'. Thus Paul's advice - in agreement with the author of 
Prorrhetics and with Celsus - is to refuse treatment in obviously hopeless cases, but to treat 
those in which death does not appear to be certain, having taken care to give preliminary 

warning of the possible outcome. This concern with diagnosis and, especially, prognosis is 
not surprising, considering the importance of a doctor's reputation in the absence of any 
kind of official medical qualifications. 

While VI.88. is a rich source of information concerning surgical instruments and tech 

niques, there is no mention of materia medica, other than the enppo%oi and KaxaTtAxxauxxxa 
used against inflammation.80 This is not surprising as, on the one hand, Paul presumably 
expects his readers to know the basics of pharmacological wound treatment, and, on the 
other hand, Book VII is dedicated entirely to pharmacology, and the composition of 
remedies could be found there, e.g. in the section on kataplasmata at VII. 13 [IX.2,323].81 

Pharmacological, rather than surgical, treatment also appears to be implied in the term 

dycoYfi as used by Paul*2 obviously the final touch after whatever surgical treatment had 
been necessary. At VI.3383 Paul recommends suturing the wound after laryngotomy and 
then using an evcauxx; <|>dpuoiKOv; if the wound does not agglutinate, one is to employ the 

aapK(DTiKf| dyayyti. The meaning of the term evaiuxx; <|>dp|iaKov here appears to be inter 

changeable with the evainoq aycoyfi used after cutting out an arrow84 and with what is 

implied by evaiuxix; cruxo fleparceuaofAev for wounds without inflammation, after suture.85 
It would thus appear to be a (any kind of?) basic external treatment for bleeding wounds 

without further complications, and under the heading of ejx7tA,aaTpoi we can find those 
which are evaiuxx; listed among the wound remedies [xpa\)|LiaTiKai], together with the 

agglutinants [KoAArrriKai] and those for fractures [KaxayiiaxiKai]. The components of the 
remedies intended to be enaimos*6 may shed some light on the word's meaning. 

73 VI.88.5f./IX.2,132f. 
74 IX.34.L. 

75 IV.566f.L. 

76 V.698.L. 

77 VI.142f.L. 

78 XVIII.A.27-30.K. 

79 VI.88.5/IX.2.132. 
80 VI.88.4/IX.2,132. 
81 IX.2,323. 
82 And by Galen, XIX.414.K. and XV.436.K. 

83 IX.2,71. 
84 VI.88.8/IX.2,134. 
85 Ib.4/132. 
86 E.g. VII.18/IX.2,352; ibid. 44/p. 358; ibid. 85/p. 367. 
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When one checks the properties of the ingredients 
- 

e.g. myrrh, frankincense or lead 

monoxide - 
against Paul's alphabetical list of simple remedies,87 it becomes clear that most 

of them are considered 'drying' or 'styptic' to varying degrees. This effect would be 

heightened by the addition of vinegar, in which they are diluted, producing a strong 
haemostatic action. It would therefore appear that the purpose of the drugs referred to as 

enaimos is mainly to stop the bleeding and keep the wound dry. 
It would be anachronistic to point out the antiseptic properties of many of the compo 

nents (some probably toxic), as the medical theories adhered to by those who used the drugs 
obviously contained no such concept, but the substances were apparently known (on an 

empirical basis?) to keep wounds clean. 
In the final sentence, with its statement that sometimes an arrowhead, which cannot be 

removed, is expelled through an abscess later, the consequences of this fact are not spelt out. 

However, the implicit conclusion is that even cases in which the arrow cannot be extracted 
are not necessarily hopeless. 

While the study of Paul's chapter on arrow wounds may not lead to a major revelation 
about Greek medicine, VI.88. does, however, provide possible answers to some questions 
regarding the reality of ancient medical practice, to which we tend to have notoriously 
limited access. The chapter discussed here is also the only surviving link back to lost, 
earlier, writings. Therefore, I believe, Paul's work deserves more attention than it has been 

given so far. 

3. Translation: VI.88. On the Removal of Arrows 

1. The poet Homer demonstrates that the extraction of arrows is one of the most important 
parts of surgery, when he says: 'For a physician is a man worth many others, cutting out 
arrows and laying on soothing remedies.' 

First we have to speak of the differences in arrows. Arrows differ from each other in 

material, shape, size, number, [type of] attachment and effect. 

By material [they differ] insofar as, what is called their shafts being made of wood or 

reed, the arrows themselves [i.e. the arrowheads] are of either iron, or bronze, or tin, or lead, 

or glass, or horn, or bone, or stone, or, they as well, of reed or wood. Such a variety is mainly 
found among the Egyptians. 

2. In shape [they differ] insofar as some are round, others angular, for example triangular 
or square, some are barbed - of these some have two barbs and are also called lanceolate, 
and others have three barbs, and some are pointed [have pointed barbs?] 

- others have no 

barbs. Of the barbed ones, some have the barbs inclined towards the back, so that they resist 

and become fixed at the extraction, others [have them inclined] towards the front, so that 

they do so in thrusting [the arrow] through. 
Some even have them [inclined] in opposing directions, in the way of a thunderbolt, so 

that they may resist and become fixed both when pulled and when thrust forward. Some, 
when moving [i.e. flying], have the barbs folded together by a hinge; they unfold at the 

extraction and hinder the pulling out of the arrow. 

87 VIL3/IX.2,186-274. 
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[The arrowheads differ] in size insofar as some are large, up to a width of three dactyls, 
others as small as one dactyl (i.e. a finger's breadth) 

- those are called myota [in MSS DF: 

myiata, ABCMS: myita] in Egypt 
- others between those [sizes]. 

[They differ] in number insofar as some are simple, others composite 
- that means that 

fine pieces of iron have been attached to them, which, at the extraction of the arrow, remain 

hidden in the depth [of the wound]. 
In ways of attachment [they differ], insofar as some have a tang which lies inside the 

shaft, others a socket which envelops it. Some are firmly attached to the shaft, others more 

negligently, so that they separate at extraction and remain inside [the wound]. 
In effect [literally: power] [they differ], insofar as some are not poisoned, others are. 

The above are the different types of arrows; [now] it is time to discuss their removal, in 

the case of those wounded in a war or outside of war, willingly or unwillingly,88 in whatever 

circumstances and of whatever material the missiles. 
3. There are two ways to remove arrows when [the wound is] in the flesh - by pulling 

them out and by thrusting them through [diosmos]. When the arrow has struck superficially, 
the removal is done by pulling it out; likewise, when it has struck deep and wounding of the 

opposite parts [i.e. the opposite side of the limb or the body] brings about danger from 

haemorrhage or sympatheia. 

We use the diosmos, when the arrow has struck deeply, the way to the other side of the 

body is short and neither nerves nor bones nor anything of that kind hinder the incision. 
When a bone has been struck, only the method by extraction [ephelkysmos] is employed. 

If the arrow [head] is visible, we make the extraction from there; if it is hidden, one must 
- 

says Hippocrates 
- if the casualty is capable of doing so, put him in the same position in 

which he was when he was hit, and examine him. If he cannot do so, we make him lie down 
as closely as possible to that position and make use of probing. 

If it [i.e. the arrowhead] is fixed in the flesh, we pull it out either [directly] with our hands 
or by its shaft, which is also called atraktos, if it has not fallen out. (This is generally made 
of wood.) If it has dropped out, we make the extraction with a tooth forceps, or a root 

forceps, or an instrument for pulling out darts [beloulkos], or some other suitable instru 

ment, and sometimes we also make a preliminary incision, if the wound is not large enough 
for inserting the instrument [lit.: does not admit the instrument]. 

If the arrow has passed through to the opposite side of the part and it is not possible to 

extract it from the side from which it has entered, we divide the opposite side and remove it 

from there, either by pulling it out, as has been said, or by piercing, propelling it either with 

the shaft, or, if that has dropped out, by insertion of the dioster, taking care not to divide a 

nerve, or a tendon, or an artery or some vital part; for it is reproachful if, in removing an 

arrow, we do worse damage than the arrow itself. 

4. If the arrow has got a tang 
- this we discern by probing 

- we insert the female [i.e. 

hollow] end of the dioster and, fitting it in, we push the arrow; if it has a socket, we use the 

male [i.e. protruding, pointed] end. If, after removal, the arrowhead appears to have 

grooves, as if other thin pieces of metal could have been inserted into them, we again make 

use of probing and, if we find any, we remove those as well by the same methods. 

88 This rather bizarre phrase may mean 'as active combatants, or unintentionally involved in the fighting'. 
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If, as is likely, the arrow has opposing barbs and will not give way, one has to cut down 

upon the area near it, if none of the vital parts lie around it, and - having laid bare the arrow 
- lift it up and extract it without causing laceration. Some also place a reed around its barbs 
and pull it out thus, so that the flesh is not torn by the barbs. 

And if the wound is without inflammation, we make use of sutures and treat it as a 

bleeding wound; if it is inflamed, we treat the inflammation by embrocations, poultices and 
the like. In the case of a poisoned arrow, we remove from around it all the flesh that is 

already invaded by the poison, if it is possible. This is clear by its difference from the 

healthy flesh, for it is very pale and blackish and as though mortified. 

They say that the Dacians and the Dalmatians smear what is called helenion and also 
ninon on their arrowheads, and thus, entering [mixed with] the blood of those wounded, it 

kills, but eaten by them it is harmless and does no damage.89 
5. If the arrow has struck a bone, we try again [to remove it] with the instrument, and if 

the flesh prevents this, we remove it all around or dilate it. If it [i.e. the arrow] is stuck deep 
in a bone (we recognise this from the fact that it is firmly fixed and does not give way when 
we apply force), we remove the surrounding bone with knives for excising90 or, having 
drilled [the bone] all around first, if it is thick, we loosen the arrow. 

If the arrow has struck a vital part [lit.: if the piercing is in one of the vital parts], such as 
the brain, the heart, the trachea, the lungs, the liver, the abdomen, the intestines, the kidneys, 
the uterus or the bladder and the signs of death are already apparent, and if the extraction 
would cause much mangling, we refuse [to undertake] the operation, so that we may not, in 
addition to being of no use, offer laymen an excuse for reproach. If, however, the outcome is 
as yet uncertain, one has to operate, having spoken of the danger beforehand, because many 
have been saved contrary to expectation even after a lesion to the vital parts. 

It is often told that in some cases a lobe of the liver has been removed, or a part of the 
omentum or of the peritonaeum, or the entire uterus, and that those [injuries] have not 
resulted in death; and with the trachea it is often by design [deliberately] that we divide it in 
the case of those suffering from synanche, as we have said in the chapter on laryngotomy. 
Leaving the arrow inside [the wound] in those cases brings inevitable death and shows the 
art [i.e. medicine] to be inhumane, but taking it out may probably save them [i.e. the 

casualties].91 

6. Diagnosis of wounds to the vital parts is not difficult and is made by way of the 

specific character of the symptoms, of what is excreted [through the wound], and on account 
of the position of the parts. For when the dura mater is wounded, there is very strong pain in 
the head, burning [sensation] of the eyes, with redness of the tongue92 and confusion of the 

89 This information is likely to be taken straight from one of Paul's sources, where the author may have 

gone on to say that, therefore, one can suck out the wound with impunity, but Paul only transmits the 

premiss without any conclusion. 

90 The ekkopeus mentioned above. 

91 Or, if one amends - with Schdne (1927) [see n. 16], p. 138 - eiicoc, to evidicic,, ?may sometimes save 

them". 

92 It may well be that the meaning is 'burning and redness of the eyes' and that something has dropped out 

before or after Ytaorcric,. Berendes [op.cit., p. 558, n. 1] suggests yeXXeiv or ye/Uaajioc,, ?stammering"; 
this is not impossible, but it would appear more likely that the missing word is a shorter one, eg. Tcupoooic, 

o^ftxAfiSv'tiet epa)flf|uaTo<;, Kai yXootttic. xe Kai Siavoiac, icapcryGyyfV 
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thinking faculty. When they are wounded in the brain as well, [the symptoms are] falling 
down, loss of voice, distortion of the face, vomiting of bile, secretion of blood through the 
nose and the orifice of the ear, and evacuation of a white fluid and serum full of gruel-like 
matter, if it can find an exit, through the wound. 

When the arrow has penetrated into the thoracic cavity, breath comes forth from the 

wound, if there is space for it. When the heart is wounded, the arrow - in the area of the left 
breast - appears not to have struck a cavity, but is as if fixed in a firm body, and sometimes 
it also transmits the pulsating movement. There is secretion of black blood, if it can find an 

exit, chilling, sweat and loss of consciousness, and death follows without delay. 
7. When the lung is wounded, frothy blood is evacuated through the wound, if there is 

[enough] space; if not, it is vomited instead [lit.: rather]. And the blood vessels around the 
throat swell up, the tongue changes colour, and they gasp for breath [lit.: they inhale 

deeply], longing for something cool. When the diaphragm is wounded, the arrow appears to 
be fixed by the false ribs, inhaling becomes deep[er], with pain, and groaning, in the entire 
area between the shoulder-blades. 

When the wound is in the abdomen, it is clear from what is secreted - if there is space for 
it - when the arrow has been taken out as well as when the shaft has broken inside [the 

wound]. For from the stomach gastric juice is evacuated and from the intestines faeces. 
Sometimes even the omentum or the intestine prolapse. When the bladder is wounded, urine 
is excreted [through the wound]. 

8. In the case of [a wound to ] the dura mater and the brain, we remove the arrow by 
perforating the skull with a circle of holes, as will be described in a moment [in the chapter] 
about skull fractures. [If it is] in the chest, if it does not follow [i.e. if it cannot be withdrawn 

easily], one has to draw out the arrow by a moderate incision of the intercostal space, or 

even after having cut out one of the ribs, placing a meningophylax underneath. 

Likewise, in the case of the stomach, or the bladder, or the other hidden parts [lit.: parts in 
the depth]: if the arrow follows [easily], let it be taken out without trouble [simply?]; if not, 
one has to make a further incision and use the treatment for bleeding wounds. In the [case of 

the] stomach, if necessary, abdominal suture should also be applied, as has been said. 

If the arrow has struck any of the large blood vessels, such as the arteries in the depth of 
the throat, the carotids or the large arteries in the arm-pits or in the groins, and the extraction 
threatens [to bring on] increased [major?] haemorrhage, one must first bind them tightly 
with ligatures on both sides [i.e. of the wound] and then perform the extraction of the arrow. 

If [different] parts [of the body] are pinned together 
- such as the upper arm to the chest, 

or the fore-arm to other parts of the body, or the two feet - if the arrow or the spear has not 

gone completely through both parts, we grasp it from the outside and pull it out as if from 
one [part of the body]. If it has gone completely through both parts, we saw through the 

middle of the wood[en shaft]93 and pull the arrow out of each part according to the manner 

that presents itself [lit.: the easy/ready manner]. 
9. Since often stones, trumpet-shells, lead bullets or similar objects shot with a sling, 

penetrate by their force and by being angular, one has to [be able to] recognise them by the 

underlying jagged and uneven swelling [by the swelling being jagged and uneven to the 

touch], by the fact that the wound is not all in a straight line, but larger [MSS D,F: and 

93 I.e. between the two parts of the body. 
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lesser],94 that the flesh appears to be crushed and livid, and that there is pain accompanied 
by heaviness. One has to prise those [missiles] up and lift them with levers or with the 

spoon [-shaped end] of the wound probe, if the wound allows for them, and extract them 
with a tooth forceps or a root forceps. 

In many cases [it has happened that] the arrow[head] which had struck remained hidden 

and, after the wound had scarred over, after a long time an abscess formed in its place, it [i.e. 
the abscess or the skin] broke and the arrow dropped [lit.: leapt] out. 

4. Text: 

Ilepi PeXxov e^aipeoecoq 

"Oxi to p?a,o\)A,KiKdv tt)<; %eipo\)pyiac, uepoc, xcov dvayKaioxdxcov eaxiv, 8n.ax)i 6 Tcoirixfiq 
"Ouripoc, elprpccoc/ 

inxpoq yap dvh.p koXX&\ dvxdc^ioc, dAAcov 

iovc, x eKxdjiveiv em x rjma <|)dp|LiaKa rcdaaeiv. 

a^Kxeov ovv rcpcoxov xdc, 8ux<|>opdc, xcov PeAxov. 8ia<|>epoi)ai xoivuv xd $eXr\ vXr\, 
axrijiaxi, u.eyedei, dpiduxp, a%eaei, 8\)vdp,ei. vXr\ uev, Ka# 6 xcov KaA.o'uu.evcov dxpdKxcov 
aiixcov r\ c^vaAvcov r\ KaAauavcov \mapx6vxcov avxa xd $eXr) f\ aiSnpa eaxiv f\ xaAjca f\ 
Kaaaixepiva f\ uoAipiva r\ veXiva f\ Kepdxiva f\ oaxeiva f\ AAfliva, r\ KaA,du,iva Kai avxd 

r\ fybXiva' xoaomxri yap xic, 8ia<|>opd u.dA,iaxa rcap Aiyiwtxioic, evpiaKexai. 
a%r||Ltaxi 8e, Ka# 6 xd uev eioi axpoyy6A,a, xd 8e ycovicoxd, oiov xpiycova tj xexpdycova* 

xd 8e yA,co%ivcoxd, Kai xovxcov xd jiev SiyAxoxiva, xd Kai A,oy%coxd KaAot^eva, xd 8e 

xpiyX,c6%iva. Kai xd uev dKi8coxd, xd 8e %copi<; dKi8cov. Kai xcov dKi8coxcov xd u.ev em xd 
omaco vewuaac, xdc, aKiSaq e%ovaiv, iva ev xf] e^oXkt] dvxeujceipcovxai, xd Se em xd 

eujcpoq, iva ev xfj 8icodf|aei xouxo rcoicbai, xd 8e Kai dvxidexcoc, SIktiv xcov Kepa\)vicov 
imep xoC Kai eAxo^ieva auxd Kai cotfouu-eva dvxeu,7teipeadai. xivd 8e Kai Kivovu.evac, 

8id yiyyA/uu.01) xdc, dKiSaq e/oDai avvayo|Lievac? aixiveq ev xr\ e^oXKr\ e^arcAovuevai 
kcoA/uodoiv e^eAxeaftai xo fieXoq. 

u,eye#ei 8e, Ka# 6 xd \iev eiaiv u.eydAa dxpi xpicov xd ufjKoc, SclkivXcov, xd 8e (iiKpd 
oaov SaKxtiAov, d br\ Kai nucoxd KaAovai Kax Aiytmxov, xd 8e xovxcov u-exaJ^u. 

dpiduxo 8e, Ka#' 6 xd u,ev eiaiv anXa, xd 8e avvtfexa. Aercxd yap xtva auxoic, 
ercevxitfexai ai8f|pia, dxiva ev xfj xo\> peA,oi)<; e^oAxfj SiaAavddvovxa uevei Kaxd xo 

pdtfoc,. 
a%eaei 8e, Ka#' 6 xd (lev oiipaxov e%ei xoic, dxpdKxoic, eyKei|xevov, xd 8e avXov 

xotixoic, TcepiKeiu-evov Kai xd ^iev ac^aX&q evt|p|Lioaxai Ttpo^ xov dxpaKxov, xd 8e 

dneXeaxepov, iva Kaxd xrjv e?oA,Kf|v %a)pi^6^eva eiaco Kaxa^ievrj. 
8\)vdjiei 8e, Katf 6 xd jiev eiaiv d(f)dp^aKxa, xd 8e 7ce(|)ap^iayp,eva. 
avxai ^iev ai xcov PeXoiv 8ia<|)opai. yiyvea^co 8e t)u.iv 6 xf\q e^aipeaeax; Xoyoq em xe 

xcov ev koa,e|icp xexpcoixevcov em xe xcov eKxoq no)^e\iov eKovaicoq xe Kai dKovaicoq Kad' 

oiav 8f|rcoxe 7cepiaxaaiv e^ oiaq 8f|7cox ovv vXx)^ yivo|ievcov. 

94 I.e of uneven outline. 
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xr\q 5e xcov PeAxov e^oAxfi*; em uev aapK<Sv 8ixxf| xiq eaxiv t| 5ia<|>opd, r\ xe Kax' 

e<|>eA,k\KJudv Kai t| Kaxd 5uoaudv. e<t>' cov uev yap emnoXr\<; xo peAxx; Kaxarcercapxai, Kax 

e^eAxvaudv yivexai t| e^aipeaK;* ouxncoq Kai ooa 8id pdftoix; uev e^e7tT|yev, xd 8e 
dvxiKeiueva uepT| xixpcooKoueva xov e? aiuoppayiaq i\ a\)U7tadeia<; ercdyei kwSdvov. xo 
5e Kaxd 8icoa|i6v, e<|> cov 5id pdftoix; xe Kaxarcercapxai Kai ppa%ea xd xcov dvxiKeiuevcov 
eiai ocouoixa, Kai o\ixe vevpov ovxe oaxoiv o\5xe xovxcov ovbev 7capeu7io8i?ei xr\ 8iaipe 
aei. erci 8e oaxeou xpcotfevxoq 6 Kax e<t>eAx\xjuov udvov rcapaAxxjipdvexai xponoq. ei uev 
o\)v Kaxa^aveq eiT| xo peA,o<;, auxodev Tcoiovuefta xtiv e^oAxriv ei 8e KeKpvuuevov, 8ei, 
<t>Tiaiv' l7C7C0Kpdxrjq, ei uev 8t>vaixo 6 xpcodeiq, eii ekeivov xov a%rmaxo^ at>xov Ttovnaav 

xa<; OTiueicoaaa^ai e$ ox> Kai xixpcoaKouevoc; exvyxavev ei 8e [ir\ Stivaixo, Keiuevov 

yovv (bq oiov xe Kax eKeivo axr^axiaavxeq xf) \n\k(bcEi xpr|aouef}a. Kai ei uev ev aapKi 
Tcejcriyev, f\ 5id xcov xeipcov xo peA,o<; e^eAicuaouev r\ 5id xoi emdeuoixoq avxov, orcep 
ovoud^ovai Kai dxpaKxov, ei ut| eKflercxcoKov ?t>A,ivov 5e uo&ioxa xovx eaxiv eKTcercxco 

Koxoq 5e bx oSovxdypaq f[ pi^dypaq r) peA,ov>,KO\) fi exepoi) xivoq opydvoi) 7tpoa<t>6po\) 
xf|v el;oA,KTyv rcornooueda, Kai rcoxe Kai xf]v adpKa rcpoaercixeuvovxeq, ei uri 8e%oixo xo 

opyavov r) Siaipeaiq. ei 8e Kai Eiq xd dvxiKeiueva xov uopiov xcaprjooi xo PeA-oq, Kai \ir\ 
oiov xe 5i' eKeivoi) xov \iEpovq e?eA,Keiv avxo 8i' ov Kai Kaxercdpri, 5ieA,6vxe<; xd 

dvxuceiueva, 8t eKeivcov avxo Kopaaouetfa r\ e^eAxovxeq, coq eiprjxai, r| Kai 8id xf\c, 
Kaxarcdpaeax; Sicodo'uuevoi x& emde^axi rj, eircep ektccttxcokot, Katfeaei Suoaxfipoq, 
<t>i)A,aaa6uevoi veiipov f\ xevovxa r\ dpxripiav f| xi xcov dvayKaicov 8ie>,eiv. aio^pov yap 
peXovAxoxivxaq ryiaq xov $eXov<; %eipov epydaaa^ai kokov. 

Kai ei uev o\)pa%ov e%oi xo peXoq 
- xoCxo 8e ck xfjq [ir\X(bcE(oq t|uiv yiyvcoaKexai 

- xr]v 
dflteiav xov 8icoaxf|po<; Kadevxeq Kai evapudaavxeq a>df|ao^ev xd PeXoq* ei 8e avXov, 
xov dppeva. xo 8e Pe^og e^aipedev ei <j>aveit| yXD<|)i8ag e%ov xivdq, coq exepcov ev avxdic, 
evxedrivai 8\)vap,evcov Xetzx&v aiSripioov, n&Xxv xfj ixriA-coaei xpTlod^ievoi, elrcep evqigko 
i\iev, KdKeiva Kaxd xdq avxaq \ie&6$ov<; KO|ita6|Lieda. ei 8e (oq eiKoq, dvxiMxo'uq aKtSaq 
e%ov xo PeA^OQ iit\ e7ci5i8coaiv, emxeuveiv 5ei Kaxd xov TtXriaiov avxov xotcov, ei |iTi8ev 
xciv dvayKaicov rcapaKeoixo, Kai y\)|Livcodev xo peXoq paaxd^ovxaq daKt>X,xco<; e^eX,Keiv. 
xive<; 8e Kai KaX,a|iicyKov at)xoO xaiq aKicn Tcepidevxec; o\>xco<; avxo e^eXKODatv, \mep 
xov in\ 5ia^aiveadai 7cp6q x&v okIScov xdq adpKaq. 

Kai ei uev d(|>keyuoivxov eiri xo xpaiuxx, pa<t>aiq xp^^iievoi evaijiax; avxo r>epa 
7cet>ao|Liev, ei <|)^ey|xaivoi, 5i' enPpox<?v xe Kai KaxaicXacnadxcov Kai x&v ouoicov xrjv 
(|)Xeyp,ovfiv ̂epaTce^aoiiev. eni 8e xcov 7ce<|)ap^ay^evcov peXcov drcaaav xf^v r\Sr\ 
uexaA,apoi>aav xoii <|>apudtKO\) adpKa, eiicep oiov xe evn., 7tepieA,co^ev. ?i\Xr\ 5e KadeaxriKev 
eK xov bir\XXax^CLi xfjq vyioiiq aapKoq- e^coxpoq yap Kai vnonEXioq Kai oiov veveKpco 
\ievt\ <()aivexai. tyaol 5e xovq AdKaq Kai xo\)<; AeX^idxaq 7iepi7iXdaaeiv xaiq dKiai xo 
eAeviov xe Kai vivov Ka^otiuevov, Kai oiixcoq 6|iiX,fiaav p,ev xcp ai|iaxi xcov xixpcoaKO|ie 
vcov dvaipeiv, ea^io^evov 8e vn avx&\ dpXaPeq eivai Kai ^ir|5ev kokov 6pav. 

ei 6e xo peA,o<; ev oaxqi 7cayeit|, naXiv 7ceipaac6|ief>a xcp opydvcp, Kai ei ^tev adp^ 
eu7to8i?oi, xat)xt|v 7cepieXcofiev f\ 8iaaxeiX,co^ev, ei 8e Kai 5id pd^o\)(; evn ocxeov 

7ce7crjy6(; (xotxo 6e yiyvcoaKo^iev eK xov eveaxr]piyp,evov atixo jlltj aaXe-oea^ai Pia^o^ie 
vcov Tpcov), eKKOTceiiai xo 7iepiKei|ievov TcepieX^ovxeq oaxoiiv f\ Kai xprndvoiq Tcpoxepov 
rcepixp\mriaavxe<;, ei na%oq exoi, xo peAxx; dTcoWacojxev. 

ei 5e Kai ei<; xi xcov KDpicov fxopicov f| KaxaTcapaiq yevrixai, oiov eyKe<|)aXov r\ Kap8iav 
f| ppoyxov f] TEvetiuova f\ r\nap f\ KOiWav r\ evxepa f\ vEtypovq f\ urixpav ti Kiiaxiv, f]5e p,ev 
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xcov davaoiu-cov 4>avevxcov cniuelcov Kai ttjc; e^oXKr\q uxxAaaxa cncuAudv itoXvv euitoieiv 

\ieXko\)Gx\q rcapavrnooueda xr|v eyxelprioiv, iva u,f| rcpoc, xcp ur|8ev cixt^Afiaai Kai A,o 

iSoplac, rcpo<|>aaiv xoic, iSicoxaic, rcapdoxcouev. ei 8e xd xr\q eKpdoecoc, d5T|Aa xecog xvyxdvoi, 
rcpoeucovxa xov kIvSdvov eyxeipeiv 8er noXkoiq yap Kai drcoaxdaecoc, ev xivi xcov 

dvayKalcov yeyovmac, uoplcov Kaxd xo rcapdSo^ov ocoxrpla icaptiKoXoii^riaev, onov ye 
Kai Aopdc, rfaaxoc, Kai uepoc, eninXoov Kai rcepixovalot) Kai 6Xr\ i\ \ii\xpa rcoAAdKic, 

iaxoprrxai d<|>aipedf|vai, Kai ddvaxov em xotixoic, yeveadav Kai ppoyxov 8e rtoAAd 

kic, e^emxriSec; oxe Siaipovuev em <ruvay%iKcov, coc, ev xcp nepi XapDyyoxo^iiaq 
eAeyouev. xo u,ev ovv eyKaxaAelrceiv xovxoic, xd $?Xoq dflapalxrycov endyei xov ddvaxov 

rcpdc, xcp Kai drcdvdpamov 8eiKvuvai x*f|v xexvnv, x6 St d^eXeiv eiKdc, rcepieocoaev. 
f| 8e xcov KDpicov xpcodevxcov u,oplcov 8idyvcoaic, o\> xaAemi 8id xe xcov cn)Ujtxco|ndxcov 

xf|<; ISiOTnxoc, Kai xcov &KKpivouevcov Kai xf[q xcov iioplcov deaecoc, e\)piaKouevr|. UTivlyycov 
u?v yap xpcotfeiacov 7tepco8uvla Ke^akf\q eiixovoc, ylvexai Kai mipcocnc, (ty#aA,u.cov uex 

epD^r|u.axoc; yAxorxric; Kai 5iavolac, 7capaycoyr|. ei 8e uex' eyKe<|>dAoD xpcofleinaav, Ka 

xdrtxcxnc,, d<t>covla, 8iaaxpo<()f| Ttpoaomoi), xoA-e^iecna, aiuxxxoc, dnoKpiaic, 8id xcov pivcov 
Kai dKO-uaxiKoO nopot), -uypoO AeDKoC Kai a#npG>$ov<; k^vcoaic, ixcopoc,, dv eiiprj 8ie 

?oSov 8id xfic, xpcoaecoc,. ei 8e eic, xd Kevd xov dcopaKOc, rj Kaxdrcapcnc, yevnxai, aco?ouevT|c, 
ei)pi)%copia<; rcveOuxx 8ie^ep%exai. xfjc, 8e Kap5lac, xpcodelcrnc, icapd xov dpiaxepov u.acxov 
xo peAx>c, <|>aivexai o\> Keveu.paxow, aXX' cog ev axepeco Tceitryyoc, Kai rcoxe Kai xnv 

o<t>i>Y|Liaxc68T| 8iaar|u.aivcov Kivncav, aiuxxxoc, xe uiAxxvoc, eKKpioic, ylvexai, edv evprj 
8ie?o6ov, Kaxd\|n)?ic, xe Kai iSpcbc, Kai Aemotfuula, Kai x?>P^ dvapoXfig 6 ddvaxoc, 
ETCaKoAoD^ei. 

rcvet>ux>vo<; 5e xpcotfevxoc, evpuxcoplac, u,ev ovary; 8id xf\q xpcoaecog d<|>pco8ec, aiuxx 

KevoOxai, |xf| ox><tt)q 5e iiaXXov eueixai, Kai xd jcepi xpd%r|ax)v dyyeia e7caipexai, Kai 

yXioaaa exepoxpoei, Kai u.eya eiaiweoixriv e(f>ieuevoi xou \|n>xpoi). em 8e xov 5ia<|>pdy 
^laxog xpcodevxog xo uev PeXog npbq xdig vo^aig icXeDpaic; <|>aivexai KaxaTceicapuevov, t| 
8e eiarrvori u.eydA,r| ylvexai oi>v dAyfmaxi Kai oxevayncp Kad' oAcov xcov Kaxd xfjv 
crovcou.iav uepcov. ei 8e Kax emydaxpiov f| xpcoaig yevrixai, 8f|ax)v eK xcov eKKpivou.evcov 

evpD%copla<; ovcr\q r\ Kai xox> fieXovq e^aipeMvxog r\ Kai xov emdeu,axo<; ev8ov KXaade 

vxog- dTco u.ev yap yaaxpog XDAog KevoOxai, &% evxepcov 8e Konpog, ead' oxe 8e Kai 

EKiKkovq f\ evxepov rcpoKiwcxei. em 8e k-uaxecog xpco^eiarig ovpov eKKpivexai. 
em u.ev ov\ ^leviyycov Kai eyKe<f>dAX)D 8id xf|<; itepixpiwtfiaecog xov Kpavioi) xo fieXoq 

Kou,ia6u,eda, Kafldrcep em xcov ev xfj Ke<t>aAii Kaxayu,dxcov aiixiKa XeXe&xav em 8e 

dcopaKog, ei eiiaKOAX)i)doir|, 8id xe xf\q xov ueccwcAeDploD uexpiag emto^Tjc; f| Kai 

juiac; &KK07r,xouevric; nXevpaq u.riviyyo^'UAXiKog imopAridevxoc; peAX>\)A,KT|xeov. ouxricoc, 8e 
Kdm yaaxpog xe Kai Kiiaxecoq Kai xcov aaoitccov ev pddei ^opicov, ei uev ertaKoAoDflolTi xo 

peAog, ditepiepycog e^aipeladco, ei 8e \ir\, n&Xiv xr\ emSiaipeaei Kai evai|ic^ xpriaxeov 

dycoyfi. em yaaxpog, ei 8er|aoi, Kai yaaxpoppa<|>la icapaA,au.paveodco, Ka^dicep eiprtxai. 
ei 8? ev xivi xcov [xeydAcov dyyelcov, oiov ev xdig ev pdflei a^aydig f| Kapcoxtcnv f| xaic, 
Kaxd ^ac%dAXx<; r\ PoDpcovac; ueydXaig dpxripiaic;, Kaxajcapev fieXoq TtXeiova xf^v aijiop 
payiav 8id xr\v e^aipecnv dneiAei, 8ei xaOxa ppoxoiq tcpoxepov e? du,<t>oxdpcov tcov 

uepcov 8iaa<f)lyyovxa<; emuxa xfiv e^oAKfiv xoO fieXoq rcoieiadai ei 8e cruvf|Xcomc; ^lopioi) 
yevrixai, oiov ppaxiovog dcopaKi ctuvnXoDuivov fi nf|xeco<; exepoic; iiopioic; xov acou.axoc, 
r\ toiv 7to8otv Tcpcx; dAXnAAOvg ei u,ev 81 oAcov du,<|)oiv xcov iioplcov 8ieXdoi xd p^Ao? ti 
xd 86pi), emAapouevoi xouxo e^codev cocmep Kai e$' evog e^eXKiiaoiiev. ei 8e Siaji^d^ 
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duxjunepcov SieMkn, rcpiaavxa xoO ?dXo\) xr\v ueaoxrixa rcapd uepoq eKaaxov e^eAxeiv 
Kaxd xo evKoAxw ax%a. 

enex be Kai Aidoi 7coAA,dKi<; r\ KrjpDKec, f\ ux>A,ip8oi f\ xoiavxd xiva imo a^evSovrjq 
PaMoueva Kaxarceipexai xfj xe pig Kai xe? yeyeovicoueva ruy%dveiv, yvcooxeov uev avxa 

xq> xe xpa%\)v Kai dvcouxxkov wcorcircxeiv xov oyKov Kai xcp |xf| rcdvxax; en e\>#eia<; elvai 
xfrv Siaipeaiv, aXka Kai uei^ova, Kai oiov xedAxxajLievnv xrrv adpKa Kai rceA,i8vr|v Kai xcp 
uexd pdpoix; oSDvaadai. 8ei be xavxa uoxte'uaavxa 81' dvaPoXecov i\ Kt)a#ioKo\) 

xpaDpxxxiKfjc, ur|A,coxi8o<; dvapdMeiv, ei be 7tpoo8e%oixo, Kai 81 68ovxdypa<; r\ pi^dypac, 
e^eAxeiv. 

noXkovq be Kaxarcapevxa peA,ri 8ieA,a#ev, Kai xcov xpavumcov d<t>o\)Xayr>evxcDv uexd 

Xpovov cru%vov drcoaxdvxoq xov xonov Kai payevxoq xo $eXoc, e?e7rr|8T|aev. 

Summary: 

Kapitel VI.88 des Paulus Aegineta (aus dem siebten Jahrhundert n. Chr.) ist der einzige 
iiberlieferte Text in Griechisch, der sich ausschlieBlich mit Pfeilverwundungen und ihrer 

Behandlung befaBt. (Der einzige lateinische Text ist Celsus VII.5.) Es scheint moglich, daB 
der Autor sich bei seiner Arbeit auf die verlorene hippokratische Schrift - oder eventuell 
Schriften - uber Pfeilwunden stiitzt, da er an einer Stelle auf ,fiippokrates" hinweist, diese 
Information aber im bestehenden Corpus Hippocraticum nicht geortet werden kann. Abge 
sehen davon schreibt Paulus aber mit ziemlicher Sicherheit auch aus der Erfahrung seiner 

eigenen Praxis. Auch aus der Lektiire nichtmedizinischer Quellen zeigt sich die Haufigkeit 
von Pfeilverletzungen und damit auch die Wichtigkeit ihrer Behandlung innerhalb der 
antiken Medizin. Es scheint, daB Paulus wShrend der letzten Jahrzehnte ziemlich in Verges 
senheit geraten ist; dieser Artikel soil ein Hinweis auf die Einzigartigkeit dieses Kapitels 
sowie auf die Originalitat des Autors sein. 
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